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History of OCT

 Novel technique for cross sectional and 3D 

imaging in biological systems with Ultra High 

Resolution approaching that of histology

 Introduced by Huang et al in 1991 for use in 

transparent tissues

 First instrument to allow imaging of the multi-

layer sensory tissue lining the back of the eye



History of OCT

 Multiple iterations (newest is Frequency 

Domain Optical Coherence) has been used 

for vascular applications 

 FDA approved LightLab on April 2010.

 Validation studies from 2000-2009 continue 

to increase 



Frequency Domain OCT

 “ Highest Imaging Resolution of any Vascular Imaging Modality”. Pinto TL, Waksman R. Clinical Applications of 
Optical Coherence Tomography. J Interven Cardiol 2006;19:566-573



LightLab C7-XR



I.  Blood Supplementation

 It is required (occlusion, contrast, other)

 Hand Injection vs. automated injectors

 Aim at flows of 3-4 mL/sec LCA and 2-3 
mL/sec for the RCA

 Aim at volumes of 12-14 mL for the LCA 
and 10-12 for the RCA



A Longer Injection?



More Data



And…….More Data



Artifacts

 Residual blood in lumen (swirl)

 Blood inside the probe

 NURD (less than IVUS)

 Fold over artifact

 Saturation artifact

 Sew-up artifact

 Z offset drift



Artifacts



Residual Blood

Blood in lumen Blood in catheter



Maximizing Pullback

 > 6F guide catheter

 Coaxial position

 Automated injector

 Higher flow

 Higher volume

 Positioning

 Predilate when necessary



II. Images are Different



Penetration

 Where is the most of the clinically significant 

pathology?

- Lumen

- Intima

- Media

- Adventitia

- More?

 Is this amount of penetration sufficient?



Plaque Image by OCT



Plaque Characterization



Plaque Characterization

Fibrotic plaque

Calcified plaque

Lipid rich plaque



III. Length

 Max length covered is 54.7 mm on each 
pullback

 There are limitations to area covered on a 
single pullback

 Automatic activation (enable)- sensing of 
blood supplementation by the system 
triggers an effective pullback (sets 
automatically)



Length



IV. Pullback Speed

 It is 20mm/sec

 Minimizes artifact

 Efficient pullback

 Images are reviewed subsequently

 Speed can be decreased



It can be slowed!



V. Location Limitations

 Landmark relationship requires a learning 

curve

 IVUS back and forward not possible



VI. Superior 

Imaging/Resolution

 Lumen

 Intima

 Calcium

 Lipids

 Dissection?

 Struts?



Normal Vessel



Fibrous Tissue



Lipid Rich Plaque



Calcification



Stent Struts

 Serruys et al. Lancet 2009;373:897-910



VII. Lumen Visualization

 What about penetration?

 What about the EEM?

 What about stent sizing?

 How can I transition to IVUS? OCT vs. IVUS



Music trial

 161 patients, observational, BMS

 1- complete apposition against vessel wall of the 
entire stent

 2- MLA > 90% of the average lumen area or > 
100% of lumen area of the reference segment with 
the lowest lumen area

 3- Symmetric stent expansion

Eur Heart J. 1998;19:1214-1223



Resist trial

 155 pts., multicenter, randomized, single-blind, 
BMS.

 Stent CSA >80% of mean proximal and distal 
reference vessel lumen CSA

 Stent lumen CSA significantly larger in IVUS 
group

 Did not reach the primary end point of restenosis 
area (underpowered)

J Am Coll Cardiol. 1998;32:320-328



Opticus trial

 550 pts., multicenter, randomized,BMS.

 MUSIC criteria

 Improved acute gain with IVUS (2.07 +/-

0.50 vs. 1.91 +/- 0.66; p<0.001)

 Primary endpoint: binary restenosis 6 

months FU equivalent between groups (only 

56% of pts achieved MUSIC criteria)

Circulation 2001;104:1343-1349



AVID trial

 800 pts., multicenter, randomized, BMS.

 IVUS criteria post-procedure (accomplished only 
48% of patients)

 1. MLA > 90% of distal minimal vessel lumen 
CSA

 Stent fully apposed

 3. Dissections covered by the stent

 Significant reduction in TR in the IVUS group 
(10,1% vs 4,3%; p=0.01) for vessels > 2.5 mm. 





IVUS Guided PCI

 Majority of data only considers lumen 

reference as optimal PCI criteria

 Vessel tapering is not taken into 

consideration

 Only half of the cases achieve optimal 

criteria by IVUS

 IVUS information is underutilized



IVUS Vs. OCT



IVUS Vs. OCT



OCT:Detection Stent 

Malapposition

 Ozaki Y et al. The Fate of Incomplete Stent Apposition with Drug Eluting Stents. EHJ 2010;31/;1470-1476.



OCT:Detection Of Stent 

Findings

 Bouma BE et al. Evaluation of Intracoronary Stenting by Intravascular OCT. Heart 2003;89:317-321





VIII. TCFA (thin/thick cap fibro-

atheroma)

 Thin cap fibroatheroma

 Thick cap fibroatheroma











IX. Continue Learning

 Defining the culprit lesion

 Vulnerable strut concept

 Intimal hyperplasia

 Better characterization

 Strut volume

 3D reconstructions

 Macrophages?







X. Restrain

 Cavity

 Malapposition

 Expansion

 Dissection (clinical impact given severity)

 Contrast volume






